In the eternal dominating set problem, guards form a dominating set on a graph and at each step, a vertex is attacked. We consider the "all guards move" of the eternal dominating set problem. In which one guard has to move to the attacked vertex and all the remaining guards are allowed to move to an adjacent vertex or stay in their current position after each attack. If the new formed set of guards is still a dominating set of the graph then we successfully defended the attack. Our goal is to find the minimum number of guards required to eternally protect the graph. We call this number the m-eternal domination number and we denote it by ( ) m G γ ∞ . In this paper we find the eternal domination number of Jahangir graph , s m J for 2,3 s = and arbitrary m.
Introduction
In graph protection, mobile agents or guards are placed on vertices in order to defend against a sequence of attacks on a network. See [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for more background of the graph protection problem. The first idea for eternal domination was introduced by Burger et al. in 2004 [1] . The "all guards move model" or "multiple guards move version" of eternal domination was introduced by Goddard et al. [2] . General bounds of ( ) ( ) ( )
in [2] , where ( ) G γ denotes the domination number of G and ( ) G α denotes independence number of G. The eternal domination number for cycles n C and paths n P was found by Goddard et al. [2] as follows:
( ) v + be the label of the central vertex and 1 2 , , , sm v v v be the labels of the vertices that incident clockwise on cycle 2m C so that ( )
We will use this labeling for the rest of the paper. The vertices that are adjacent to 1 sm v + have the labels ( ) 1 [7] as follows: Let G be a graph with a dominating set of cardinality k. The , ,
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Since 1 2 3 , , D D D are all adjacent and ( ) , , , , ,
Case 6. 7 m = : We have 1 5 2 , , , , , , , , ,
(See Figure 1 for 2,9 J ). ■ Lemma 2.2:
Proof: From the definition of eternal domination, we already know that 
The only guard protecting i v in this case is the guard occupying the central vertex 2 1 m v + (which is adjacent to all the odd vertices of 2m C ). This means the guard on 2 1 m v + has to move to i v to defend the attack.
However, that would leave the vertices: { } 3 7  4  4  2 1 , , , , , ,
unprotected. To try to avoid that we have two strategies:
Strategy 1: We move another guard (occupying an odd vertex
protected. However, that would leave at least one of the two vertices these guards can't protect 2,m J if 6 m > therefore this strategy fails as well, see Figure 3 .
Since both of these strategies fail then
. Without loss of generality, the same argument can be followed to 
We study an arbitrary attack on a vertex i v from three cases of 2,m J protected by 0 1 2 , , U U U of 2,m J respectively. We prove that 0 1 2 , , U U U fail to eternally protect these graphs. Let the attacked vertex i v have an odd (index) label, { } Without loss of generality, the same argument can be followed to prove that 
It is obvious that the union of these vertices is ( )
We now need to prove that these vertices are all adja- and is an odd v :
, , , ertex of
Type 2:
, , , d is an even vertex of
When an arbitrary unoccupied vertex
is attacked we consider the following cases:
Case a.1. After discussing all possible cases we find that for any , 
{ }
Hence the cardinality of
It is obvious that the union of these vertices is
We now need to prove that these vertices are all adjacent in However, according to Theorem 3.1 the vertex 3 1 m v + won't be protected anymore, see Figure 11 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the eternal domination number of Jahangir graph
